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Mount Saint Mary’s University, a small, private Catholic college in Emmitsburg, Maryland, made the news in 2016 when its president, Simon Newman, reportedly said about its freshmen, “You just have to drown the bunnies ... put a Glock to their heads.” Newman was referring to a plan he had come up with to artificially improve the school’s retention rate. He wanted to achieve this by requiring new students to take a survey, and then use their answers to identify those who were likely to drop out. Those students would then be encouraged to leave before they were included in the retention data the institution reports to the federal government. In an email sent to staff, Newman wrote that he wanted “20-25 people to leave by the 25th of September to boost retention by 4-5 percent,” according to the school’s newspaper, The Mountain Echo.

When the national press picked up on The Mountain Echo’s article, Newman’s plan (and his surprisingly violent language) came under fire. Instead of supporting the students Mount St. Mary’s had chosen to enroll, Newman was trying to weed out those who might hurt the college’s standing in national rankings. Worse yet, students were not told that the survey would be used to pressure some to leave. Defending himself, Newman argued that he intended to refund the students’ tuition, helping them avoid accumulating debt for a degree they might not have any chance of earning. His plan, he argued, could give these students a fresh start, allowing them to enroll somewhere they might be more successful. But even if we take Newman at his word, transferring to another institution is not as easy as he makes it sound. This process takes time, and gaps in enrollment can delay students in completing their degrees.

Mark Becker, the president of Georgia State University, has taken a very different approach to using information about students: he uses it to help them succeed. The four-year public university in Atlanta has become a national model for the approach it takes in helping underserved students—low-income, first-generation, and students of color alike—thrive in college. At Georgia State, non-white students make up 60 percent of the student body. More than half of the university’s students are eligible for the federal grant program, and about a third are the first in their families to go to college.

Becker began working on raising Georgia State’s graduation rate in 2011. As a part of his effort, the university revised its advising system, created a central advising office on campus, and hired 42 new advisors. The institution also hired...
EAB (formerly the Education Advisory Board), a consulting firm that uses predictive analytics to help identify students who might not graduate.15 Educause, a nonprofit focused on the advancement of information technology in higher education, defines predictive analytics as “statistical analysis that deals with extracting information using various technologies to uncover relationships and patterns within large volumes of data that can be used to predict behavior and events.”16 In other words, predictive analytics uses past information to uncover relationships that can help predict future events.

To carry out Becker’s plan, Georgia State analyzed two and a half million grades earned by students over ten years to create a list of factors that predict which students are less likely to graduate.17 The university’s Graduation and Progression Success system (GPS) includes more than 800 alerts aimed at helping advisors keep students on track to graduation.18 For example, an advisor gets an alert when a student does not receive a satisfactory grade in a course that is essential to success in his or her major.19 An alert also goes out if a student—based on his or her degree pathway—does not take a required course within the recommended timeframe.20 Finally, an advisor is notified if a student signs up for a class not relevant to that individual’s major.21 The GPS Advising system also uses past student performance data to predict how well each current student will do in all majors and most courses offered at Georgia State.22

In one year alone, the system led to over 43,000 in-person meetings between students and advisors.23 But the most impressive feat is how successful this system has been in contributing to the improved academic performance of low-income and minority students. According to Timothy Renick, Georgia State’s vice president for enrollment management and student success, as well as vice provost, Georgia State is now the “only public university of its size that has closed the achievement gap—graduating our first-generation, Pell-eligible, black, and Latino students at rates at or above the rates for the student body overall.”24 The university’s six-year graduation rate is 52 percent, above the national average of 43 percent.25

The leaders at both Georgia State and Mount Saint Mary’s tried to use predictive analytics to achieve their goals. The different ways they went about it, however, show both the great promise and tremendous peril that this approach holds for higher education, and educational opportunity in general, in the U.S. As these examples show, predictive analytics can be used to help low-income and minority students overcome the odds and succeed in college, or it can be used to shut them out altogether.

We talked with college administrators, experts in the field, and vendors (over 30 people; see Appendix B for full list of interviews), performed an extensive review of existing literature, and conducted a site visit to Georgia State University in order to provide a landscape analysis of the predictive analytics field in higher education and lay out some of the important ethical questions that colleges need to consider before putting it to use.
THE EXTENT OF PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS USE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Predictive analytics in higher education is a hot-button topic among educators and administrators as institutions strive to better serve students by becoming more data-informed. But in two recent surveys that asked colleges how they use data in their decision making, less than half of responding schools said they were engaging in predictive analytics. A recent KPMG survey found that only 41 percent of colleges surveyed use data for this purpose. An Educause survey in 2015 found only 47 percent of respondents said institutional analytics was a major priority and only half as many described learning analytics as a priority. Respondents identified a host of challenges in implementing analytics that could account for it not being more widely used, including cost, inadequate data quality, institutional culture, and potential over-reliance on products offered by private companies. While adoption is not easy, some colleges are using predictive analytics for multiple purposes and for various phases of a student’s academic career. Georgia State, for example, describes its GPS system as being both an early-alert system and a major matcher, which informs students of their chances of succeeding in each major. The university is also using adaptive learning software in its hybrid introductory math courses. Adaptive learning courseware are digital tools that are responsive to students’ individual learning needs. Similarly, the historically black Delaware State University in Dover, Delaware uses predictive analytics to meet enrollment goals, identify struggling students, and streamline its advising practices.
Higher education, like other social service sectors, uses predictive analytics to respond to many business and operational challenges. (See Appendix A for more information on how predictive analytics is being used in other social service sectors.) The three main reasons that colleges are employing this tool are:

- to identify students most in need of advising services;
- to develop adaptive learning courseware that personalizes learning; and
- to manage enrollment.

These tools are also being used in a myriad of other ways. For example, predictive analytics has helped colleges determine which alumni are likely to donate to the institution. And institutions have partnered with USA Funds, a non-profit that formerly insured federal student loans against default, to use predictive analytics to find student borrowers who are at risk of defaulting on their loans.

**Targeted Student Advising**

Few colleges employ an adequate number of undergraduate advisers. A recent National Academic Advising Association (NACADA) survey found that the “median caseload of advisees per full-time professional academic advisor nationally was 296:1.” This figure jumps to 441:1 at community colleges. As a result, it is impossible for most colleges to give individual students the personalized attention they need and deserve. However, early-alert (helping identify students at risk of struggling academically) and program recommender (helping identify courses or programs for students) systems can help pinpoint students most in need of institutional support and allow staff and faculty to intervene to support student success.

**Adaptive Learning**

Colleges use predictive analytics to develop adaptive learning courseware, which modifies a student’s learning route based on the interactions of the student with the technology. These systems rely on student data to help mimic decisions an instructor would normally make to determine the type of content, assessment, and the sequence of content and assessments that will optimize learning.
Using predictive analytics in adaptive learning platforms can help instructors more precisely pinpoint students’ learning deficits and customize the academic experience so they are aligned with how they learn best. This tool can help students accelerate their learning by allowing them to move quickly through content they already know and provide them with additional support in areas they have not mastered.

**Enrollment Management**

Colleges do not only use predictive analytics to help students on their campuses succeed. For years, colleges have made predictive analytics a key element of their enrollment management plans. Schools use this information to help forecast the size of incoming and returning classes. They also use it to narrow their recruitment and marketing efforts to target those students most likely to apply, enroll, and succeed at the institution. Predictive analytics has also helped colleges anticipate the financial need of incoming and returning classes, and determine whether or not a student will accept the financial aid award offered.

Recruitment can be costly. A 2013 survey conducted by enrollment management firm Noel Levitz found that four-year private colleges spent a median of $2,433 recruiting each new freshman they enrolled. Four-year public institutions spent $457 per new student and two-year public institutions spent $123 per new student. Because of the costs involved, institutions aim to be as strategic as possible with the limited resources they have. Using predictive analytics, college admissions teams are able to individually score, usually on a scale between 0–10, each prospective student’s likelihood of becoming an applicant, being admitted, and deciding to enroll. To come up with these scores, colleges typically take into consideration a prospective student’s race and ethnicity, zip code, high school, anticipated major, and level of interest, as shown through either a campus tour or a request for promotional materials. With these scores, admissions teams can use their time and resources to aggressively recruit promising leads.

**Other Reasons for Using Predictive Analytics**

Beyond reaching students in a more personalized way and making strategic use of limited financial resources, there are a host of other reasons why colleges make use of predictive analytics. These include:

- **Performance-based funding**, which has increased the pressure on colleges to ensure student success, as state aid is tied to the institution’s performance, rather than its enrollment data. According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, a non-profit organization that supports the efforts of state legislators, 32 states reward colleges with more money if they help more students complete courses and graduate on time, particularly if these students are minorities and/or come from low-income families. These rewards aim to persuade colleges to spend more money and energy on ensuring every student succeeds while enrolled.

- **Minimizing loss in revenue from tuition and fees** by successfully retaining students. It costs less for a college to retain a student than to recruit a new one. Losing students means losing hundreds of thousands of dollars in tuition and fees.

- **Shifting institutional culture**. Colleges are now using data to analyze past events, as well as to support action in the present. Predictive analytics can play an important role in supporting a data-informed culture at an institution.
PREDICTIVE ANALYTIC TOOLS

Targeted Student Advising

Early-Alert Systems

Early-alert systems use predictive models that identify at-risk students. Predictive models can include factors like demographic data, standardized test scores, high school and college GPA, class attendance, student behavior (i.e., whether or not students take advantage of tutoring services), and course taking patterns in college and high school.

However, early-alert systems are not all the same. Not only can they use different types and combinations of student data, they are updated at different frequencies. Some are updated in real time, like Georgia State’s GPS system, which has identified over 800 kinds of alerts. Others may only identify at-risk students once per semester.\(^5\)

Recommender Systems

Course and major recommender systems use predictive analytics to identify how students are likely to perform in courses and majors based on their previous academic performance. Like early-alert systems, no two course or major recommender systems are the same. However, recommender systems usually share common features. For example, most recommender systems use enrollment and demographic data, academic performance data of current and past students, and learning analytics to develop predictive models.

Adaptive Learning

Adaptive technology, adaptive learning, or adaptive courseware uses technology to enhance and accelerate learning. Because adaptive learning systems are relatively new, there is no universal definition. However, some experts in this area have offered their own definitions. For example, Tyton Partners, a consulting firm, has defined adaptive learning as “solutions that take a sophisticated, data-driven, and in some cases, nonlinear approach to instruction and remediation, adjusting to each learner’s interactions and demonstrated performance level and subsequently anticipating what types of content and resources meet the learner’s needs at a specific point in time.”\(^8\)

Pearson and EdSurge, two education technology companies, wrote that tools are not adaptive in nature if they:

- only check for the accuracy of an answer;
- have only one learning sequence as the default; or
- do not collect real-time data or only collect data on a student once.\(^9\)
Frank’s Story

In 2015, Frank enrolled in Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU)—a public university—to major in his passion: music. He was on a merit scholarship and his ACT scores and high school GPA were above average. Based on his academic preparation, it looked like Frank would be a successful college student. But soon after the semester started, it became clear that Frank had not anticipated the rigors of college-level work, as he fell behind in English and Music Theory, a class critical to his major. Because Frank’s scholarship was dependent on his GPA, this tough first semester could have cost him his financial support. And because Frank was an entering student in good standing, it would have been easy for the university to ignore his struggles until he failed to return sophomore year.

But MTSU is not the typical university. Over the last several years, the school has devoted itself to ensuring that struggling students do not fall through the cracks. In 2014, the school hired 40 new academic advisors and armed them with useful data that allow them to intervene when students need help. MTSU drew from Georgia State’s model for success to reinvigorate how MTSU staff would begin use data to meet students’ needs.

One of these advisors saw that Frank was struggling and realized that he might lose his scholarship. So he alerted the director of the School of Music, who met with Frank and they created a plan that would help Frank get up to speed. With this plan in hand, Frank finished his spring term with a 3.5 GPA, enough to retain his scholarship and secure a summer internship with a recording studio.

Finding At-Risk Students at Temple University

Temple University, a public research university in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, created its own early-alert system by using statistics to help predict which students are in danger of dropping out. Peter R. Jones, the university’s senior vice provost for undergraduate studies, helped build the system. This was not the first time Jones had used large amounts of data to create predictive models. In his former job as a criminologist, he used such models to determine which ex-offenders would be likely to reoffend. When the university’s early-alert system identifies at-risk students, Temple provides students with more support, or as Jones called it, “intrusive, or even aggressive, advising.”

Temple’s use of predictive analytics looks a lot like Georgia State’s GPS system. Through predictive modeling, Temple officials learned things about their students they did not expect to find. For example, they found that students who receive the maximum Pell Grant—federal grants that go to low-income students—were less likely to drop out than those who received a smaller Pell award. Predictive analytics also helped Temple officials discover that the highest level of education a student’s mother received is far more predictive of that individual’s chances of academic success than the level of education his or her father received. Additionally, they found that students who did not take four years of foreign language in high school were far more likely to drop out than students who did.

Since the introduction of Temple’s early-alert system in 2008, retention and graduation rates at Temple have soared. Between 2001 and 2014:

- the share of students who returned for sophomore year increased by 12 percent;
- the university’s four-year graduation rate increased by 24 percent; and
- the institution’s six-year graduation rate increased by 11 percent.

Although such systems are expensive, increased retention can generate new funds that cover the cost of implementing the early-alert system, as it did at Temple.
Helping Students Select Courses at Austin Peay State University

Austin Peay State University (APSU), a four-year public university in Clarksville, Tennessee, uses a course recommendation system called Degree Compass. Modeled after Netflix, Amazon, and Pandora, Degree Compass matches current students with courses and majors that best fit their abilities. According to the university’s website, the model compares past students’ grades (over 100,000 of them) to current students’ transcripts to make customized recommendations.

The system uses grade and enrollment data to rank how well each course will help a student progress through his or her program. The system selects courses that fit best with:

- the recommended sequence for each class in the degree pathway;
- their importance to the university curriculum as a whole, meaning the course could fulfill a requirement across many programs of study or majors, and not just a single major; and
- the likelihood the student will earn good grades.

Degree Compass is able to predict a student’s probability of achieving a certain grade in a class, helping guide students to classes where they are most likely to succeed. APSU reports that the proportion of students passing their classes has increased by five deviations with Degree Compass. Pell Grant recipients have particularly benefitted, increasing their chances of earning a passing grade by four percent.

In fall 2012, APSU introduced My Future, which further helps students choose a degree program. My Future mines student data to find courses that are central to success in each of Austin Peay’s majors and then uses Degree Compass’ predictive analytics to find the majors where students will be the most successful.

For students who have already declared a major, My Future offers information about which areas to concentrate in and what their job prospects look like. For students who are undecided or undeclared, My Future gives them a list of majors in which they are most likely to succeed.

Since debuting at Austin Peay in 2011, Degree Compass is now being used at three other universities in Tennessee, reaching more than 40,000 students.
Adaptive Learning at Colorado Technical University

Colorado Technical University (CTU) is a for-profit university owned by the publicly-traded Career Education Corporation. It offers undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral degrees in business, nursing, and information technology, primarily online. CTU began piloting general education courses in science and math with adaptive learning in 2012. The university reports its adaptive learning technology, intellipath, assesses what students know, anticipates what they do not, and presents information that will help them meet course learning goals as quickly as they can. 

CTU partnered with Realizeit, an adaptive learning company, to develop intellipath. Intellipath uses custom content created by CTU faculty and Realizeit’s Adaptive Intelligence Engine that aims to adapt to the needs of each learner. Realizeit’s Adaptive Intelligence Engine, relies on machine learning to understand the unique abilities of students and how they process information based on how they use the tool.

According to university officials, intellipath improved student grades, engagement, and retention. They say that after implementing intellipath, 81 percent of students passed Accounting I, a 27 percent increase; 95 percent of students who signed up for the course completed it; and the average grade students received rose from 69 percent to 79 percent (a very high C).

Accounting II and III also experienced higher pass and retention rates. In 2015, CTU had 63 courses and over 34,000 unique student users of intellipath. Through August of 2016, over 30,000 students used the technology, over 28,000 of whom were online students. This process did not happen overnight. It took about “four years to reach 15 percent of [its] total course offerings” according to Connie Johnson, chief academic officer and provost, at CTU. CTU trained students, staff, and almost all faculty on intellipath.
Pearson and EdSurge also state that there are three places in a product where adaptive learning can occur: in the content that is being taught, in the way students demonstrate what they have learned (assessments), and the point at which students are taught things or asked to demonstrate what they learned (sequence). A tool can have adaptive content, meaning the lessons presented to students can vary. A tool can have adaptive assessments, or different ways to measure what students have learned by allowing them to demonstrate what they know. Finally, a tool can have adaptive sequences, meaning the order in which lessons or assessments are given to students can vary. It is not unusual for tools to have adaptivity in more than one of these areas.

Adaptive learning technologies make use of predictive analytics to help determine when the tool should adapt to meet the specific needs of a learner. Vendors and colleges develop adaptive courseware using a combination of historical student data, cognitive science, machine learning, education psychology, and human-computer interaction research to create models that determine how students best learn particular concepts. Machine learning is when algorithms learn from data and do not have to be programmed by a human. Algorithms, or the set of instructions fed to the tool, can then be created to steer the tool’s adaptation—either its content, assessment, or sequence—to personalize the learning experience.

Adaptive learning tools also provide information to instructors they may not have previously had. Instructor dashboards, for example, enable faculty to closely monitor whether students are progressing, and identify areas where they are struggling. Faculty can then use class time to address these areas for all students or for particular students based on their needs.

The ability to customize the content and assessments can also vary. For example, either the institution or the vendor—like Pearson—can have a say over what lessons and tests or quiz questions are included. Additionally, adaptive tools can be used for the entire course, or only as supplemental tools in a course. The degree to which the adaptive tools are customizable can also depend on how they are packaged: as an entire course or as supplemental tools. While they are typically used in online courses, adaptive learning technologies can be used in all modalities including online, blended, or face-to-face classes.

**Enrollment Management**

*Increasing Enrollment Yield*

Using characteristics of students who have enrolled in the past, predictive models can help institutions determine the chances that a student will enroll. An institution’s historical enrollment

---

**Predicting Enrollment at Wichita State University**

Wichita State University is a four-year public research university in Kansas. David Wright, the university’s chief data officer, is committed to increasing the number of admitted students who actually enroll with the fewest possible resources. He does this by assigning prospective students a probability score from 0–100 to predict whether they will enroll. The scores are based on factors such as gender, race, ethnicity, standardized test scores, grades from high school, and whether parents went to college. With this score assigned to each student, Wichita State then focuses its resources to recruit those most likely to attend. Colleges have long streamlined their recruitment efforts by purchasing student names and their scores for relatively little from third-party organizations.
data help admissions officers identify factors that impact enrollment and they are able to use this information to see how closely prospective students match the profile of previously enrolled students. They score students based on these profile matches; a high score is correlated to a close match and a low score is correlated to a less close match or a mismatch.

Enrollment managers can then use these scores to increase the quantity and quality of their enrollment yield by targeting communications to ensure those with high scores receive the most outreach. However, like predictive models for early alerts, recommender systems, and adaptive technologies, no model for enrollment management is exactly the same.

How Names Are Scored

College Board, ACT (American College Test), and the National Research Center for College and University Admissions (NRCCUA) are a few of the major organizations that help colleges score potential applicants. NRCCUA conducts annual national surveys to high school students about their attitudes and educational plans, and provides information to students about colleges and programs that match their interests. NRCCUA also helps institutions find students that may be a good fit based on this survey information.

For less than 50 cents apiece, colleges can receive student names from these organizations that they will then prioritize in their enrollment outreach. Colleges can also purchase predictive models from College Board, ACT, and NRCCUA that are developed using the information each organization collects on students, like demographic data and how well students performed in high school. The surveys these groups conduct enable them to collect around 300 different data points on students.

Consider NRCCUA’s SMART Approach tool. According to the organization’s website, this predictive tool allows colleges to score each student record based on their unique institutional

Predicting Future Enrollment at Howard Community College

Consulting firm ASR Analytics partnered with Howard Community College (HCC) in Columbia, Maryland with the goal of anticipating enrollment trends up to seven years in the future. ASR takes into consideration HCC’s past enrollment data, unemployment data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and the number of projected high school graduates in the state. HCC then uses this information to plan and budget better.

Keeping Students Enrolled at Jacksonville State University

Jacksonville State University (JSU), a public university in Alabama, partnered with Civitas Learning, a data science company, to use predictive analytics in real time to make strategic decisions. Using Civitas Learning’s Illume platform, JSU discovered that many of the students that it accepted and gave scholarships to, based on the students’ standardized testing scores, were transferring to other schools before completing their programs. JSU decided to revise its admissions and financial aid policy to attract students more likely to remain at the institution to complete their studies.
characteristics.\textsuperscript{117} Enrollment officers then can view the records of students with high chances of enrolling at their institution to ensure they are making wise purchases.\textsuperscript{118} This gives colleges a list of names of students to prioritize for outreach and marketing materials.\textsuperscript{119}

Predictive analytics can also be used at a macro level, forecasting the size of an incoming class. Many community colleges, which are highly vulnerable to changes in the economy and the local college-going age population, build predictive models to determine how many students they can expect to enroll from year to year. These models can differ from other models that predict the likelihood of individual students enrolling and persisting because they do not rely heavily on student characteristics such as demographic data and past academic performance.

**Shaping and Anticipating Financial Aid**

Predictive analytics can also be used to help colleges tailor financial aid packages that maximize the chances that students will enroll without allocating more than they need to.\textsuperscript{123} By analyzing the financial aid offers that similar students have accepted in the past, these predictive models can give colleges a better idea of how their financial aid packages should be structured.\textsuperscript{124}

---

**CHALLENGES OF USING PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS**

With all of the promise of these predictive tools, dangers remain. The president of Mount Saint Mary’s was willing to use a survey to weed out students who could hurt the college’s retention rate in order to make the school look better. This was clearly unethical. But many of the dangers lurking in the use of data and algorithms may not be as clear cut. We live in a world of structural inequality. Low-income, first-generation, and students of color tend to graduate with college degrees at much lower rates than affluent white students.\textsuperscript{125} When institutions use race, ethnicity, age, gender, or socioeconomic status to target students for enrollment or intervention, they can intentionally, or not, reinforce that inequality. For colleges that are just learning to use analytics to make decisions, guarding against these possibilities can be a struggle. But the stakes are too high to postpone asking these hard questions.
Discrimination, Labeling, and Stigma

Predictive models can discriminate against historically underserved groups because demographic data, such as age, race, gender, and socioeconomic status are often central to their analyses. Predictive tools can also produce discriminatory results because they include demographic data that can mirror past discrimination included in historical data. For example, it is possible that the algorithms used in enrollment management always favor recruiting wealthier students over their less affluent peers simply because those are the students the college has always enrolled?

While colleges can be encouraged to focus on social mobility and helping to end institutional racism, until the types of incentives change, it will be hard to make these changes systemic.

In the meantime, enrollment managers could start to use predictive analytics to allocate their limited resources where they will do the most good. Currently, most managers use their algorithms to target resources towards students most likely to enroll. They could reverse that. If a predictive model showed a student had a 90 percent chance of enrolling, a school could take the resources it would normally spend on recruiting that student and focus instead on pursuing low-income and minority students who may not have considered the institution otherwise. Enrollment managers would no longer see high-scoring or high-probability applicants as low-hanging fruit. Predictive analytics could be used to mitigate rather than reinforce inequity.

Discrimination, labeling, and stigma can manifest in different ways depending on how colleges use these algorithms. For instance, colleges that use predictive analytics in the enrollment management process run a serious risk of disfavoring low-income and minority students, no matter how qualified these individuals are for enrollment. Predictive models that rely on demographic data like race, class, and gender or do not take into account disparate outcomes based on demographics may entrench disparities in college access among these groups.

Enrollment managers say they are constantly trying to balance competing priorities such as increasing the quality of each incoming class, enrolling students with an ability to pay, and increasing the diversity of the student body. Unfortunately, nearly all incentives in higher education push schools to focus on increasing tuition revenue and pursuing greater prestige. The influential U.S. News & World Report college rankings, for instance, reward schools for being wealthy and exclusive. However, because of strong leadership at Georgia State, this university doesn’t pride itself on how many students it excludes, but how many it graduates.

Enrollment managers could start to use predictive analytics to allocate their limited resources where they will do the most good. Currently, most managers use their algorithms to target resources towards students most likely to enroll. They could reverse that.

Predictive models that rely on demographic data or that do not take into account disparate outcomes based on demographics may also unintentionally entrench disparities in college achievement among groups. Early-alert and program recommender
Institutions cannot be transparent about what may not even be transparent to them.

systems that disproportionally flag low-income or students of color for poor achievement or steer them away from more challenging and/or economically lucrative majors send the message that they do not have what it takes.

Without intending to, schools can use algorithms that in the end only pinpoint students who are traditionally “at-risk”: underserved populations. If the algorithm used to target at-risk student groups is a product of race or socioeconomic status, some students could be unfairly directed to certain types of majors, adding to the unequal opportunity in society. If poor students are told they cannot succeed in STEM majors, for instance, they will be deprived of pursuing some of the most lucrative careers. Moreover, if staff members know a student has been labeled as “more likely to fail,” their interactions might communicate to the student that they are expected to fail, which could demoralize that student and become a self-fulfilling prophecy. In other words, students who might have otherwise been successful may not be if administrators reinforce doubts they may have about their own abilities.

Colleges should train those with access to predictive results to understand that these data only illuminate probabilities and do not predict the future. When college officials understand this, they can then intervene in ways that support student success rather than even unintentionally undermining it.

Choosing and deploying interventions with students who are identified as needing additional help may be one of the most delicate tasks for preventing discrimination and labeling. For example, if the algorithm shows that a student should see an adviser because she is off track, the message to the student should be carefully crafted so that she is not discouraged or alarmed.

Transparency

Mount Saint Mary’s fell far short on transparency when it did not disclose to students that survey responses might be used to encourage them to leave. Transparency should be at the heart of using student and institutional data to make predictions that will help reach institutional goals. What is being done, why it is being done, and what data are being used to do it should be clear to everyone involved—students, advisors, administration, and faculty.

Transparency with stakeholders about a college’s use of data can help ensure high-quality analysis and minimize discrimination, allowing information to be scrutinized for accuracy and comprehensiveness. The goals of enrollment management processes, predictive tools for early-alerts, recommender systems, and adaptive technologies should be clear for everyone. Colleges should also be open and communicative about the quality of their data and models, and the potential for their models to be biased.

Enrollment managers should be transparent about principles that guide their practices. For example, they should be explicit on how they manage the delicate balance of institutional prestige, financial sustainability, and equity in access for underserved groups. Colleges should also share the types of
data and analysis used in algorithms for early-alert systems with key stakeholders such as students, advisors, and faculty. With adaptive learning tools, faculty need to know how the programs are making decisions about what skills students need to practice. Finally, when predictive results are visually represented, they should be accurate and easy to interpret.

Colleges should be open with stakeholders about their data collection processes and how their algorithms and predictive models are created and by whom. But the use of outside vendors can make this more difficult because oftentimes, their models and algorithms are proprietary. Vendors often will not tell colleges how their products work because they fear competitors will copy them. Institutions cannot be transparent about what may not even be transparent to them. Many of the college personnel we interviewed were using vended products and served only a minimal role in developing those predictive models. Depending on the vendor, institutions using these tools may or may not have control of the algorithms or even their own data.

When choosing vendors to work with, colleges should consider whether these companies will support their efforts to disclose how their models and algorithms work. Transparency works only if colleges are knowledgeable about how predictive models and algorithms are developed; can share this information with students, advisors, and faculty; and adequately train staff to make the best use of these tools.

**Privacy and Security**

Colleges also need to have strong policies in place to ensure the privacy and security of both institutional data and any resulting analysis. Well-articulated policies on privacy and security will also allow colleges to control the flow of these data in a way that can minimize the risk for discrimination and labeling.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is a federal law that protects students’ privacy, particularly their education records. It allows all students to review and correct their education records, and requires that they provide their consent before a school can disclose information in their records. Any school or college that receives support from the U.S. Department of Education must comply with this law.

FERPA, which Congress created in 1974, has not been significantly updated since 2001, despite the fact that the technology and education fields have changed dramatically since then. Colleges today are collecting and using new kinds of student data, which may fall under a student’s educational record that is protected by FERPA. For example, many colleges consider advising records to be an educational record. Early-alert systems often rely on records from advisors that help determine the appropriate next steps for a student after each visit. Sharing these records without the student’s consent or with parties without a legitimate educational interest may be a violation of FERPA.

Likewise, the common red, yellow, and green labels in early-alert systems used by advisors denoting whether or not a student is at-risk may themselves be considered advising records and therefore protected by FERPA. Colleges should continue to ensure that students know they have the right to review and correct their records, as well get permission from the student before sharing these with parties without a legitimate educational interest. Colleges may also want to ensure that parties with a legitimate educational interest only use student and institutional data for educational purposes.

Beyond FERPA, colleges must deal with getting informed consent from students and, at times, faculty to collect and use their data for predictive modelling. For example, students going through the financial aid application process may not be aware that the information they agree to share with institutions is being used to prioritize how the college will target their recruitment and institutional aid.
Once in college, students may benefit from early-alert and recommender systems that rely on predictive modelling. However, students should at least be made aware that their data are being used for these purposes, if not required to give informed consent before such tools are used.

Oftentimes, data about students are shared within the institution and with outside vendors to create predictive models for early-alert and recommender systems. When this happens, students and faculty should remain anonymous, or at the very least be de-identified to the fullest extent possible. This may, however, be harder to do with the large data sets that predictive modelling often requires. As the amount of data in a single dataset that can be linked back together increases, the potential to re-identify student and faculty records increases.

Information security is also a major concern for all kinds of institutions, including colleges. The use of big data only heightens these concerns because it has increased the amount, speed, and complexity of information that can be collected, stored, and shared within an institution and with vendors. Student and institutional data should be secured wherever it is located. Colleges must be certain that this information is properly secured, not only on campus but also when handed over to vendors.

Institutions are beginning to tackle evolving data privacy concerns. The University of California system has, for example, hired a chief privacy officer (CPO) at each of its campuses. But this position is still new and rare across higher education. The relatively new CPO at the University of California at Los Angeles has worked with the school’s Data Governance Task Force to produce a report on how data governance should be conducted at the university. The report outlines principles for how data about faculty, students, and staff should be used. The report also proposes a governance structure that facilitates the ethical and appropriate use of these data, and day-to-day practices that will support these goals.

Data privacy and security need to be addressed across higher education. But the increasing use of big data in algorithms that guide more and more tools on campus makes this work even more urgent. Colleges need to put in place policies and procedures to address these concerns as they increase their use of student data. A failure to do so may not be as vivid as Newman’s remarks—which made national news and cost him his job—but such a failure could impact many more people.
Appendix A: Predictive Analytics in Other Social Services

Higher education is not alone in using predictive analytics to drive institutional or sector goals. In fact, it is a relatively late entrant. Other sectors, especially retail and business, have started earlier, using predictive analytics to improve sales and provide better customer satisfaction. Crime and public safety and child welfare are other social service sectors using predictive analytics in interesting ways. Their use of predictive analytics parallel its use in higher education, most notably in identifying individuals who may be in harm’s way and intervene before it is too late.

Crime and Safety: Predictive Policing

Police departments across the country have turned to predictive policing to target crime before it occurs. According to the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), the research wing of the U.S. Department of Justice, predictive policing tries to use information, GPS data, and effective strategies to reduce crime and maximize public safety.

Many question whether these systems predict crime accurately and have found that they disproportionately target racial and ethnic minorities.

One example is the St. Louis County Police Department’s use of HunchLab, a tool that crunches data to predict where a crime will occur so that the area can be patrolled. HunchLab, created by Philadelphia-based startup Azavea, and implemented by the department in December 2015, is fueled mostly by past crime data. However, the software also uses “population density; census data; the locations of bars, churches, schools, and transportation hubs; schedules for home games— even moon phases” according to The Marshall Project, a nonprofit media outlet reporting about criminal justice.

While research on the impact of predictive policing programs is limited, one study found that sending officers to several areas of Los Angeles identified by an algorithm reduced crime in those areas more effectively than if the department relied solely on human judgment. The study estimated that this program’s success in preventing crimes from occurring could save Los Angeles $9 million a year.

Predictive policing techniques can predict who might be perpetrators of crimes as well as where crime might occur. For example, in 2009, the Chicago Police Department (CPD) received a $2 million grant from the NIJ to test its experimental predictive analytic program, later named the Strategic Subject List. CPD’s algorithm, developed in partnership with the Illinois Institute of Technology, relies on data from the city’s crime database, which keeps track of anyone in Chicago who has ever been arrested for or convicted of a crime. The algorithm is quickly able to identify people who are likely to be violent. The algorithm can even identify those who are likely to be involved in a shooting or homicide.

However, many question whether these systems predict crime accurately and have found that they disproportionately target racial and ethnic minorities.

For example, if a city’s crime data reflect the historical policing and surveillance in minority and low-income communities, as opposed to other communities, predictive models that identify residents who have interacted with the justice system may overwhelmingly identify minorities. A recent evaluation of CPD’s use of the algorithm by the RAND Corporation appears to back up these concerns. CPD said it was using predictive analytics to achieve two goals: prevent violent crime from occurring and administer social services to people in danger of being involved in a violent crime. The RAND Corporation found that CPD did not use the algorithm to administer social services so much as to create a short list of people it would target to arrest next.
Predictive analytics can also be used to help predict when police will behave unprofessionally. To set this up, in 2015, in response to the outcry over multiple incidents of police officers killing unarmed black men, the Obama Administration moved to strengthen the relationships between local police and the communities they serve.163 As a part of this effort, President Obama launched the White House Police Data Initiative comprised of 21 communities across the country.164 The police department in Charlotte-Mecklenburg, one of the 21 participating communities, agreed to work with University of Chicago researchers to develop a system for predicting when officers may have inappropriate interactions with citizens, from hostile traffic stops to fatal shootings.165 Researchers looked at over 10 years of Charlotte’s data to find patterns of abuses.166 They found that the most significant predictor of inappropriate interactions were the officers themselves.167 Those who had several troubling incidents in one year were the most likely to have them in the following year.168 By using this and other indicators, the researchers’ algorithm was better able to predict problems than Charlotte’s existing early warning system.169

**Child Welfare: Predicting Abuse and Abusers**

Just as police departments across the country are starting to use predictive analytics to try to prevent crimes before they occur, child welfare agencies employ it as a tool to prevent child abuse.

In 2012, after nine children died in Florida’s Hillsborough County in the span of four years, the county introduced predictive analytics to prioritize cases where child abuse might be imminent.170

The way the tool, called **Rapid Safety Feedback**, worked was each suspected child abuse case was given a risk level based on information closely related with a child being abused.171 The risk level can change in real time as data in the system are updated.172 Data could include things like reports from a child’s school or state data (i.e., is the parent receiving public benefits, has s/he committed a crime, has s/he been recently married or divorced).173

Predictive analytics, along with more investigators and social workers, produced positive results in Hillsborough County.174 For example, caseworkers did a more thorough job of reviewing cases and, most important, there have been no more child homicides in the county since implementing predictive analytics.175 However, it is unclear if this is a result of solely using predictive analytics.

Because of the success in Hillsborough County, Eckerd Kids, a private youth services organization which owns the predictive Rapid Safety Feedback system, donated it to Connecticut’s Department of Children and Families.176 In addition, other states such as Alaska, Oklahoma, Illinois, and Maine sought out Eckerd to help them improve how they helped prevent abuse for children in situations under investigation.177

Despite the potential promise of using predictive analytics to prevent child abuse, those working with these systems acknowledge a number of challenges with using modelling to determine which children will be maltreated in the near or long term.178 These concerns include issues related to the accuracy of the predictive models, privacy, confirmation bias, and the place for human judgment.179

For example, there is concern that predictive models can result in high percentages of false positives and false negatives, leading to over-identifying abuse and maltreatment or under-identifying children likely to experience maltreatment.180 State privacy guidelines make getting access to state agencies’ historical data about children in the system much easier than getting a daily, updated feed about current children in the system.181 These limits affect the quality of the predictive model. In terms of concerns about confirmation bias, experts note that if a caseworker already believes a family will maltreat children, predictive data may only serve to “prove” this as a certainty rather than a possibility.182 Finally, how to ensure caseworkers
do not use predictive data as a be-all and end-all are echoed by many as the essential threat posed if we replaced, rather than supplemented human judgment with predictive analytics.\(^{183}\)

Despite the potential promise of using predictive analytics to prevent child abuse, those working with these systems acknowledge a number of challenges with using modelling to determine which children will be maltreated in the near or long term.

Rapid Safety Feedback is not the only system trying to predict which children are most at risk of abuse. In 2013, Congress created the Commission to Eliminate Child Abuse and Neglect Fatalities (CECANF), and selected 12 commissioners to come up with a “national strategy to end child maltreatment fatalities” in the country.\(^{184}\) CECANF’s final report, this year, outlined a proactive approach to creating a child welfare system for the 21st century. One of three components in this new system is a call for “decisions that are grounded in better data and research.”\(^{185}\) To do this, the Commission recommended finding ways to

- count the number of fatalities due to maltreatment;
- share real-time data with all appropriate parties; and
- use predictive analytics to spot children most at-risk of fatalities and factors contributing to their risk.\(^{186}\)

Congress made a clear call to end child maltreatment fatalities, but some child welfare agencies may be the real pioneers. These organizations not only predict which children will be victims of crime, but which will actually commit crimes. Consider, for instance, the Los Angeles County Delinquency Prevention Pilot (DPP), a Department of Children and Family Services (DCFS) experiment that ran from 2012–2014. The pilot studied children in the child welfare system, looking at data about their family life (i.e., were any children ever arrested, had they used drugs, did they succeed in school, had they been abused).\(^{187}\) These data were used to determine which children might end up in jail.\(^{188}\) DCFS then used a service called SafeMeasures, a tool that sent out alerts to caseworkers, whenever it appeared a child (ages 10–17) might be at risk of committing a juvenile crime.\(^{189}\) Caseworkers would then step in to reduce the child’s risk either by taking him to after-school activities, or figuring out if he was having a particularly difficult time.\(^{190}\) The idea was that if children were engaged in constructive extracurricular activities or had a caring adult who could discourage them from doing harm to themselves or to others, their odds of entering into the juvenile justice system would be reduced.

Children in the experimental group received services special to the pilot in addition to their regular DCFS services, and had their data tracked to flag when they might be at risk of committing a crime.\(^{191}\) Results showed that the members of the experimental group were arrested less than children in the other groups\(^{192}\) who received DCFS services and possibly additional services but did not have their data tracked.\(^{193}\) However, the study was inconclusive about whether the pilot program was responsible for the outcome or if other factors played a significant role.\(^{194}\)
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